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Spanish Discipline Presents Zorongo Flamenco Dance Theatre
Summary: The American Spanish dance company comes to Morris on Friday, November 8.
(October 30, 2013)-The University of Minnesota, Morris Spanish Discipline will host Zorongo Flamenco Dance Theatre
on Friday, November 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Edson Auditorium. One of the few American Spanish dance companies that
present traditional flamenco programs and original theater flamenco works, Zorongo Flamenco is renowned for bringing
the power, passion, and virtuosity of the art to audiences across the country. This event is free and open to the public. 
Susana di Palma founded Zorongo Flamenco Dance Theatre in 1982. Under her direction, the company has gone on to
produce innovative flamenco ballets that are both powerful and provocative theater experiences. Zorongo Flamenco’s
work combines the passionate soul of Spain with the lively innovative spirit of America and relates to contemporary
audiences in a way that few companies do.
This activity is made possible by the voters of Minnesota through a grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board, thanks to
a legislative appropriation from the arts and cultural heritage fund. Campus sponsors include the Spanish Discipline and
student organizations Sigma Delta Pi and Vamos Juntos.
Additional information on the company and flamenco is available online.
Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow
intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable
educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility
in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.
